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Inflection point
Here we are,
living through a
piece of history. For years,
the profession’s
leadership has
been talking
about disruption.
They emphasized the necessity of learning, unlearning and relearning. One wave of the pandemic wand and
poof, the future has arrived.
Through the chaos of this situation, it
has been impressive to watch our members in action. As the fire hose of information poured, your focus was clearly
on helping your businesses and clients
while keeping employees safe. One of
my State Society colleagues, Tom Hood
of the Maryland Association of CPAs,
referred to this as an “inflection point.”  
He noted that the business community
recognizes the important role of CPAs,
finance and accounting professionals as
you stepped up to be “first responders”
to this financial crisis.
As the coronavirus started to progress
across the country and businesses began
to close it was very clear what our focus

By Sherre Sattler, Executive Director

at the Society needed to be. Advocacy
has taken center stage followed by communication and education.
Here is a recap of our efforts:
March 18: The first of several Free COVID-19 webinars were posted & our Coronavirus Update webpage was created.
March 18: Treasury and IRS Issue
Guidance on Deferring Tax Payments
March 19: Email sent regarding the
Families First Coronavirus Response Act.
Our Tax Chair is in touch with Senator
Cramer’s staff encouraging them to support matching the IRS filing extension to
the payment extension.
March 19: The Society sends an email
to our Senators asking them to support
S. 3535, the Tax Filing Relief for America
Act.  The legislation will delay the filing
deadline for Federal income tax returns
to July 15. We receive quick notice that
both Senator Hoeven and Senator Cramer are on board with S. 3535.
March 19: The Society asks the ND
State Board of Accountancy to consider
an extension for the Annual Registration
and CPE Reporting deadline
March 19: We send a note to the ND
Tax Commissioners office asking if the
ND Tax Department will be following suit
with the Federal government and extend-
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ing the ND Tax Deadline.
March 20: Steven Mnuchin announces
the July 15 Tax deadline extension
March 20: We send an email encouraging Tax Commissioner Rauschenberger
to extend the ND state income tax filing
and payment deadlines to match the
federal government.
Late March 20: Tax Commissioner
Rauschenberger announces the ND Tax
Deadline extension
Continued on page 3
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PRESIDENTS Message
Dianna Kindseth, CPA

Can you believe how much you’ve learned about a
word you didn’t even know existed three months ago?
Now almost every business website has a COVID-19
/ Coronavirus resource tab on it and the healthcare,
social, and economic impact seems to be what our
daily news and individual decision making evolve
around.

Your Charitable Giving
Experts in North Dakota.

The phrase “if you don’t laugh, you’ll cry” has been
coming to mind a lot recently. So, I spent some time
researching the value of the laugh.
According to Mayo Clinic, laughter stimulates the body’s organs by
increasing your oxygen intake and triggering the release of endorphins (the
natural pain and stress fighter!).  Laughter also helps people handle stress by
easing tension, relaxing muscles, and lowering blood pressure, and, the most
important thing that laughter impacts is to increase your immune cells and
infection-fighting antibodies.  Just what we need – right!
A simple Google will get you hundreds of captioned photos that are intended
to publicly ridicule human behavior – memes.  These jokes laugh at the
human reaction to this major worldwide event (many based upon toilet
paper!).  Social media is also circulating traditional jokes - “one-liners” such
as the following:
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“I used to spin the toilet paper like I was on Wheel of Fortune. Now I turn it
like I am cracking a safe!”
“I’m so excited – its time to take out the garbage!  What should I wear?”
“Home schooling is going well.  Two students were suspended for fighting,
and a teacher was fired for sleeping on the job!”
“I saw my neighbor talking to her cat like it understood everything she said.
I told my dog about it and we had a good laugh!”
Stay distanced, stay safe, find humor, and if you have any questions,
concerns or need assistance please contact the Society.  Our staff is making
every effort to support you, keep you informed, and advocate for you at the
national and state levels during this unprecedented event.

AICPA Leadership Academy
Apply by May 31

Now in its 12th year, the AICPA Leadership Academy continues to encourage
emerging leaders, who understand the legacy of the profession and have the passion (and skills) necessary to address the challenges of an ever changing global
business environment, to volunteer at state and national levels. The academy is
scheduled for Oct. 4-8, 2020, in Durham, NC. Applications are being accepted
with a deadline of May 31, 2020. For more detailed information, visit the AICPA
website.
The CPA Society will sponsor the conference fee of $1500 plus travel
expenses up to $500 for a North Dakota candidate who is accepted.
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We are your resource if your
client has quesons about
charitable giving. Call us about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 40% State Tax Credit for Gis
to Qualiﬁed ND Endowment Funds
Donor-Advised Funds
Charitable Gi Annuies
Charitable Remainder Uni-Trusts
The IRA Charitable Rollover
How to discuss charitable giving
with your client

Over 700 charitable funds
benefiting North Dakotans

www.NDCF.net
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Continued from page 1

March 23: Special Meeting of the CPA Society Executive Committee is called to discuss asking the Governor to
consider Accounting as an essential service. The committee also directs a formal request to the ND State Board of
Accountancy requesting a 90 day extension for the annual
registration and CPE reporting deadline
March 24: The ND State Board of Accountancy holds a
special meeting to discuss COVID-19 Issues. The State
Board’s attorney informs the Board members that the ND
Board of Accountancy does not have the authority to extend
the deadline for the renewal process but they could extend
the CPE Reporting deadline. The Board votes to extend the
CPE Reporting Deadline. They also approve several extensions related to the CPA Exam.
March 24: The Society sends a letter to the Governor
asking that Accountants be considered essential should a
shelter-in-place be ordered.
March 25: Email sent announcing the Board of Accountancy CPE Extension and our letter regarding essential services
along with other resources.
March 30: Email sent regarding Family First FAQs and
new webinars on the CARES Act
April 3: Paycheck Protection Resources email sent
April 10: Email announcing Treasury and IRS Extend Over
300 Tax Filing, Payment and Admin Deadlines
April 15: Email with additional PPP guidance from the SBA
along with other announcements from the AICPA
April 15: Small Firms Network meets to discuss PPP
April 17: Email sent to State Board office to consider the
use of Executive Order 2020-07 as a means to extend the
annual registration deadline.
May 1: Sent requests to Senator Hoeven and Senator Cramer urging them to reach out to the US Treasury and SBA to
request immediate release of key guidance on the PPP loan
forgiveness calculation
Since March 19th there have been over 400 registrations
for free webinars and 75 for other COVID-19 programs. In
December and January we had over 350 members register
for our free Ethics webinars.
I hope that you have found these items helpful and valuable. I was quite impressed by the responsiveness to our
requests both at the national and state level. The AICPA has
been instrumental in providing information and advocating
for the profession. In addition, our network with other state
societies has been a valuable source of information.
As you navigate the murky water ahead, please know that
the Society is working on your behalf. If there is anything
we can do to help you serve your clients, customers and the
businesses you work for, please let us know.
”CPA Firms Rising to the Coronavirus Challenge” Accounting Today April 28, 2020.
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Congratulations
To Our 2019 Board of Directors
Scholarship Winners!
Blake Torbeck
School: University of North Dakota
Hometown: Vandalia, Ill
I am graduating in May 2020 with a
Bachelor of Accountancy

Jada Halbakken
School: North Dakota State University
Hometown: Perham, MN
I plan to graduate in May of 2021 with
a bachelor’s degree in Accounting.

Samuel Cota
School: Concordia College - Moorhead
Hometown: Gridley, CA
I plan to graduate in Spring of 2021
with a BA in Accounting and a minor
in Fraud Investigation
(minor through NDSU)

Wesley Kemp
School: University of Jamestown
Hometown: Cavalier, ND
I plan to graduate in May of 2022 with
a triple major in Accounting, Personal
Finance and Business Management

Karlee Zablotney
School: North Dakota State University
Hometown: Minot, ND
I plan to graduate with my bachelor’s
degree in the Fall of 2020 with a major
in accounting and minor in agribusiness. I plan to graduate NDSUs Masters Program of Accountancy in Spring
of 2022
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The Coronavirus has changed a lot of things for all us since
our last newsletter! We decided to catch up with some of our
board members and committee chairs to find out how it has
changed their lifestyle.
Clarence Sitter

Are you working from home
or able to social distance
working at the office? Social
distancing at the office.
What has been your biggest
challenge? Planning among all
the uncertainty.
Do you see any positives that
might come from this?
For our organization, I believe we will find several things
that will improve us for the future. This time has forced
us to be creative and we hope that we will be able to continue to think out of the box for solutions.
Any guilty pleasures? Favorite Netflix binge?
Just more time with family and catching up on things
around the house that seem to never get done.
What’s your best work from home or video call
blooper? Not sure I have one yet. Probably have to ask
my co-workers as I am sure they would recall one.

tammy gerszewski

Are you working from home
or able to social distance
working at the office? Working
from home, along with 4 teenagers
who are schooling (is this even a
word?) from home!
What has been your biggest
challenge? First, it was getting all
the technology to actually work from my home the same
way it does in my office. Now, it’s more about staying
focused and coordinating everything electronically. It’s
easy to be distracted!
Do you see any positives that might come from
this situation? It’s been a crash course in technology capabilities, these new skills will be very beneficial
going forward. It’s much easier to keep track of the kids’
school assignments and keep them on track, whether
they like having a hovering mother or not. Who knew?
Any guilty pleasures? Favorite Netflix binge?
Rented a “New Release” movie (The Invisible Man) and
watched it with the family. I miss the movie theater!
Right now I love connecting with my favorite group of
friends through “Zoom” – “Zoom Happy Hours”!
What’s your best work from home or video
call blooper? No real bloopers. I realize I definitely
need an actual “home office”. I Might have to work on
this over the summer if we continue work from home
fall semester.
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heidi lee

Are you working from home
or able to social distance
working at the office? Working
at the office
What has been your biggest
challenge? Our Biggest challenge
is trying to get our clients to get
information to us and to get it to
us while social distancing. I am
worried that July will be a crazy month in our office, but
I cannot complain as others are in worse conditions
than we are.
Do you see any positives that might come from
this situation? I think some clients will like communicating with us remotely and realize that it is possible
to conduct our work in this fashion in need be circumstances. In the past some of our clients have struggled
in this area and now this virus has forced them to work
with us remotely and I think some will actually like it!
Not that we don’t want to meet with our clients, but
sometimes a remote environment works great for the
smaller simple clients.
Any guilty pleasures? Favorite Netflix binge?
While some got to spend many hours at home, we
worked many hours at the office through April 15th so
haven’t had a lot of time but we just watched Ozark,
such a great show!

Ryan Bakke, CPA

Are you working from home
or able to social distance
working at the office? I have
been able to work in the BMA office
as part of our “skeleton crew.”  It
has been very odd as I have been
the only one on the 2nd floor of the
building for essentially 5 weeks!
What has been your biggest
challenge? Biggest challenge has been able to effectively help staff on issues that come up or complex items.  
Also, just not being able to sit down with clients and be
social is very difficult.  Not all of them are able to use
technology and even with that it’s not the same.
Do you see any positives that might come from
this situation? Our IT department did a really nice
job at allowing our staff to work remotely!  We kept the
machine going pretty well!  Some of the planning we did
over the past 5 years off paid off for sure.

ndcpas.org

steve britsch

Are you working from home or
able to social distance working
at the office? Thus far we are still
working at the office.  We stole the
Best Buy process of curb side pickups
and delivery.
Do you see any positives that
might come from this situation?
Life has slowed down which has made
for some quality family time.
Any guilty pleasures? Favorite Netflix binge? The
family has watched the Marvel Avenger movies and are
currently in season 4 of the Marvel TV show “Agents of
Shield”.  I have been trying to convince my two high school
aged children that CPAs, being we are essential services,
are between Iron Man and Captain America. You know,
we have the smarts of Iron Man and the good looks of Captain America.  Somehow, they don’t seem convinced!  

elise Kainz

Are you working from home or
able to social distance working
at the office? Working from home.
What has been your biggest
challenge? Being away from my colleagues and clients. Even though a lot
of my work is done on my own, there
is a lot of collaboration and teamwork
that you just can’t do as well virtually.
Do you see any positives that might come from
this situation? I certainly think we are learning that not
everything has to be in person and there can be some efficiency gained from utilizing technology.
Any guilty pleasures? Favorite Netflix binge?
I’ve gotten way too comfortable working in sweats and
yoga pants!
What’s your best work from home or video call
blooper? My first Zoom call I didn’t know how to turn
off my video and I was in no condition to be on camera. I
spent the entire hour holding my thumb over the camera
on my laptop!

dave glennon

Are you working from home or
able to social distance working
at the office? At home since March
17. Last day in the office was my
birthday…seems like a real present
now!
Do you see any positives that
might come from this situation?
Yes, better communication between teams and more
scrutiny on the necessity of business trips.
What’s your best work from home or video call
blooper? Not really a blooper, but I have to admit to
taking zoom calls with a button up shirt and sweatpants.
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michelle schumacher

Are you working from home
or able to social distance
working at the office? Stoneridge has a large remote workforce,
so we were able to transition fairly
easily to a fully remote workforce.
We have paused client travel for
the time being to ensure the safety
of both our team and our clients

team members.
What has been your biggest challenge?
Kids, work, dogs, work and kids. Did I mention work
and kids?
Do you see any positives that might come from
this situation?
Yes, so many! I think this has forced us all to slow
down and realize what’s really important in life –
health and family. I’m also excited to see what this
does to the overall work landscape. I envision more
digital transformation and more long-term remote
work arrangements.
Any guilty pleasures? Favorite Netflix binge?
I drink wayyy to much Diet Sunkist (yes, I’m 12)
What’s your best work from home or video
call blooper? On about Day 2 of quarantine life, the
daughter of our Chief People Officer ran into the end
of a review call with a new team member and yelled
“Goodbye Poopy!”!

matt labernik

Are you working from home or
able to social distance working
at the office? Currently working
from home, with minimal trips to
the office to pick up any mail or
other items as necessary.
What has been your biggest
challenge? The biggest challenge
would be all the distractions and
constantly feeling like you can’t escape the work for a
bit, since your computer is always just a few steps away.
I’ve found it helpful though to develop a routine & block
time off on the calendar to step away from the computer
and refresh. For myself it’s either going on a run or doing
yoga over lunch, as this gives me some fresh air & helps
to stay active. I also feel it increases my productivity &
efficiency in the afternoon and into the evening when
necessary too.
Do you see any positives that might come from
this situation? It seems that everyone has had to embraced technology more quickly, now that this pandemic
has lead to a significant increase in remote working. It
is definitely a disruption to many, but in the long-run it
may lead people to realize that change isn’t always that
bad & may lead to other efficiencies.
Any guilty pleasures? Favorite Netflix binge?
Getting in some golf now that the courses have opened!
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POWERING PAYMENTS
FOR ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONALS

THE WAY
CPAs GET PAID

CPACharge is specifically designed to help CPAs,
enrolled agents, and accountants accept credit, debit,
and eCheck payments from their clients.
As the ability to accept payments digitally becomes a
critical piece of your practice, CPACharge provides the
most proven solution for your firm. We are trusted by
over 150,000 professionals and a vetted member
program through 30+ state CPA societies and the AICPA.
Affordable and easy-to-use, CPACharge exceeds
standards for internet security and PCI Level 1
compliance. In addition, there are no long-term contracts
or setup fees to get started. Your firm benefits from
simplified reporting and reconciliation created
specifically for how financial professionals run their
offices. CPACharge has the right features and
functionality needed to help ensure your firm's success.

NDCPAS MEMBERS CAN VISIT:

cpacharge.com/ndcpas
866-606-0328

PAYMENT
DETAIL

1,000
Client Name

Invoice

Roy Smith

1214
POWERED

BY

Pay CPA

CPACharge is a registered agent of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., Concord, CA and Citizens Bank, N.A., Providence, RI.
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2020 VIRTUAL Management Conference
Monday June 15
8:15 - 9:30

A. Maintaining a Healthy Culture in the Time of COVID-19 - Hannah
Ubl

9:50 - 11:30

B1. Emerging Technologies: 2020
and Beyond - Brian Tankersley

B2. 2020 FASB Update: What
CPAs need to Know - Leah Donti

12:20 - 2:00

C1. Understanding Workflow and
Automation Essentials - Brian
Tankersley

C2. COVID-19 Accounting and
reporting issues - Leah Donti

2:10 - 3:25

D1. HR Issues Related to
COVID-19 - Larry Morgan

D2. Incorporating Non-Financial
Methods into Budget & Planning Donny Shimamoto

3:45 - 4:35

E. Are You Ready to Respond to a Cyber Incident? - Donny Shimamoto

CPE: 20 hours available

Tuesday June 16
8:00-9:40

F. Business Ethics Update 2020 - Boz Bostrom

10:00 - 11:40 G1. Tax Update - Eide Bailly

G2. Privacy: From Global to Local,
What you need to know to protect
Personal Data - Sheila Vedquam

12:30 -1:45

H1. Implementing Security and
H2. Getting on Top of it All: The
Privacy Policies - Brian Tankersley Science of Increasing Productivity
in Yourself and Others - Jonathan
Robinson

1:55 - 3:10

I1. Fradulent Financial Reporting
- Tom  Buckhoff

3:30 - 4:20

Who should attend: the ND CPA
Society’s Members in Industry
Committee develops this conference
each year. You will find that it is of
interest to both public and nonpublic
CPAs as well as the business community in general. Anyone interested is
welcome to attend.

I2. Mastering the One Minute
Relationship: How to Immediately
Build Rapport and Trust so You
Can Create More Business - Jonathan Robinson

Cancellation and Refunds: Full
refund if received 10 working days
prior to conference. A $50 administrative fee is charged if canceling
less than 10 working days before
conference. No refunds after June
12. Exceptions considered on a case
by case basis.

Fees:

Add $50 after June 5
$375 Society Member
$425 Nonmember
Individual Session Pricing Available
Groups of 10 or more
$355 per individual

J. Economic Update - Chris Kuehl

Wednesday, June 17 - Bonus Sessions
8:00-9:40

K. Why Internal Controls Often Fail - Tom Buckhoff

10:00 - 11:40 L. Next Level Leadership: Why YOU Matter Most - Kara Jorvig

For more information and to register

www.ndcpas.org/mgmt
COLLEAGUES YOU CAN COUNT ON
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Summer Variety Pack
June 23

Guide and Update to Compilations, Reviews
and Preparations (SVP1)
8:00 AM - 11:30 AM / 4 CPE hours

Specifically designed for compilation, preparation,
and review practitioners and their staff, this course
provides an overview, update, and hands-on application
for performing compilation, preparation, and review
engagements. Learn the ins and outs of SSARS No. 21,
Clarification and Recodification as well as other recent
releases from the AICPA. The course performs a detailed
review of the key provisions of the recently issued SSARS
No. 24, Omnibus Statement on Standards for Accounting
and Review Services - 2018. Review proposed changes
to the SSARS in order to conform the guidance to
international standards. Not only does this course bring
you up to date on SSARSs requirements and guidance,
but more importantly, it provides you with practical
examples and illustrations to help you effectively and
efficiently perform compilation, preparation, and review
engagements.

Level: Update
Instructor: Tom Sheets
Areas of Study: 4 Auditing

June 23

Non-GAAP Financial Statement Options:
Cash, Modified Cash, and Tax Basis
(SVP3)
12:30 PM - 4:00 PM / 4 CPE hours

For many businesses, preparing financial statements
using a special purpose framework may provide an
alternative to the complexity of U.S. GAAP. This course
provides you with an overview and hands-on application
for preparing financial statements using a special purpose
framework. Learn the unique measurement and disclosure
requirements of various Special Purpose Framework
(SPF) options using example financial statements and
illustrative disclosures. The course also includes common
practice issues encountered when preparing SPF financial
statements, as well as an introduction to the AICPA’s
new SPF for small and medium-sized entities, FRF for
SMEs TM. Also review recent updates to the standards for
accounting and review services that impact engagements
performed on SPF financial statements.

Level: Basic
Instructor: Tom Sheets
Area of Study: 4 Accounting
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June 23

Four Tiers of Loss Limitations: A Guide to
the New Rules for Pass-through Entities
(SVP2)
8:00 AM - 11:30 AM / 4 CPE hours

Owners of S corporations and partnerships are subject to
numerous limitations on pass-through losses, each with
unique rules, applications, and complexities. With the
increase in popularity of pass-through business entities,
it is essential for CPAs to understand the complexities
and interactions of these pass-through loss limitations.
Major Topics:
Basis limitations for S corporation shareholders
and partners; Section 465 at-risk limitations for S
corporation shareholders and partners, including
the impact of debt, indemnities, guarantees, and
shareholder/partner agreements; Section 469 passive
loss limitations and exceptions to the limitations
Level: Intermediate
Instructor: John Sherrick
Area of Study: 4 Taxes

June 23

Surgent’s Individual Income Tax Update
(SVP4)
12:30 PM - 4:00 PM / 4 CPE hours

Major Topics:
    • The SECURE Act, including IRA and RMD changes
    • Section 461 loss limitation rules    
    • Revised home mortgage interest deduction
    • Treatment of state and local taxes
    • Virtual currency     
    • Opportunity Zones
    • Education-related provisions
    • Depreciation changes
    • Changes to the treatment of alimony
    • Rules on entertainment expenses, including meals
    • Doubling of estate and gift tax exemption to $22.8M  
for a married couple
Level: Update
Instructors: John Sherrick
Areas of Study: 4 Tax

ndcpas.org

June 23-24 - live webinar!
Price Per 4-hour session: $150 member/$180 Nonmember (add $15 after June 9)
register at ndcpas.org/svp
June 24

Current Issues in Accounting and Auditing:
An Annual Update
(SVP5)
8:00 AM - 11:30 AM / 4 CPE hours

Designed for accounting and attestation practitioners
at all levels in both public accounting and business
and industry, this course provides an overview of
recent accounting, compilation, preparation, review,
and attestation matters including: recently issued and
proposed Accounting Standards Updates (ASUs); the
Lease Accounting – Topic 842; Impairments – Topic 326;
an update on the status of Topic 606 implementation;
SSARS No. 21, Clarification and Recodification and other
new and proposed standards issued by the ARSC; recent
AICPA and PCAOB releases; and other important A&A
practice matters you should be aware of, including peer
review and audit quality.
Level: Update
Instructor: Tom Sheets
Area of Study: 3 Accounting 1 Auditing

June 24

Buying and Selling a Business: Tax and
Structuring Overview
(SVP6)
8:00 AM - 11:30 AM / 4 CPE hours

One of the major transactions CPA clients enter into
is a purchase or disposition of a business. To help tax
professionals in advising those clients, this course offers
a comprehensive analysis of the business and tax aspects
of buying and selling a business. It is a practical guide
to help practitioners and industry CPAs understand
structuring techniques. All CPAs, including controllers &
executives in industry, should understand how difficult
the process of buying and selling a business has become.

Level: Intermediate
Instructor: John Sherrick
Area of Study: 4 Taxes

June 24

June 24

12:30 PM - 4:00 PM / 4 CPE hours

12:30 PM - 4:00 PM / 4 CPE hours

Examining the New Lease Accounting
Standard: More Than Meets the Eye
(SVP7)
Implementing ASU No. 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842) is
sure to have a major impact on your balance sheet and
potentially on your business as well. This course is a onestop shop for what you need to know about the upcoming
changes to lease accounting. In this course, review how to
measure the lease liability and Right of Use asset that will
now be recorded on the balance sheet for all leases. Tackle
the tricky issues of accounting for lease modifications and
other lease re-measurement events as well as address the
other major provisions of the new standard, including
transition. Review the income statement treatment of
lease expense for all leases for both lessees and lessors
and discuss recent FASB implementation guidance.
Lastly, the course covers all recently issued updates to the
lease accounting guidance in Topic 842
Level: Intermediate
Instructor: Tom Sheets
Area of Study: 4 Accounting
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Select Estate and Life Planning Issues for
the Middle-Income Client
(SVP8)

Major Topics:
    • The SECURE Act, including IRA and RMD changes
    • More than 20 documents that should be reviewed
that are neither a will nor trust
    • Provisions you need in a will
    • Trusts and other arrangements for children
    • Durable powers of attorney for healthcare and for
       financial matters
    • Realistic retirement goals
    • Developments relative to estate tax, and the implications for planning
Level: Basic
Instructor: John Sherrick
Area of Study: 4 Taxes
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upcoming CPE
August 17 & 20

AUGUST 18

August 17 - Grand Forks Alerus Center
August 17 - Webinar
August 20 - Bismarck Ramkota
8:00 AM - 4:00 PM
8 CPE hours
$295 Member
$345 Nonmember
Add $30 after 8/3/2020

Grand Forks Alerus Convention Center
Webinar
8:00 AM - 4:00 PM / 8 CPE hours
$295 Member
$345 Nonmember
Add $30 after 8/4/2020

Farm & Ranch Income Tax Update

Learning Objective:
Learn key updates and strategies in farm and ranch taxation.
Major Topics:
• Qualified Business Income Deduction
• Self-Employment Tax
• Accounting Procedures and Strategies
• Real Estate Tax Issues
• Entity Structuring
• Retirement Planning and Taxation as Modified by the
SECURE Act
• New Developments
• Tax Issues Associated with Leasing
• Loss Limitation Rules
• Farm Bill Issues
• Handling Losses
• Deferred Payment Contracts
• Depreciation
• Tax Elections for Farmers
• Passive Losses
• Ag Disasters and Casualties
Level: Intermediate
Instructor: Roger McEowen
Developer: McEowen
Area of Study: 8 Taxes

Welcome to our
Philip Duckworth
West Fargo

Megan Hansen
Bismarck

Jacob Hanson
Stanley

Kristine Karre
Mandan
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Farm & Ranch Estate and Business
Planning

Learning Objective:
Learn key updates and tax/non-tax strategies associated with
planning farmer and ranch estates and structuring farm and
ranch businesses for succession.
Major Topics:
• Recent case law and IRS developments
• SECURE Act and its impact on estate and financial planning
• Common estate planning mistakes – how to spot them
and avoid them
• Post-death management of the family farm or ranch business
• Estate and gift tax discounts
• Valuing farm chattels
• Installment payment of federal estate tax
• Special use valuation
• Income tax basis planning
• Use of life insurance
• Entity structuring post TCJA
• Farm program payment limitation planning.
Level: Intermediate
Instructor: Roger McEowen
Developer: McEowen
Area of Study: 8 Taxes

New Members
Sheldon Marmon
Minot

Kenady Rogness
Overly

Elliot Rust
Bismarck

Tyler Storhaug

Travis Wegner
Jamestown

Kyra Werner
Carson

Riley Larson
Fargo

New student
Members
Connor Stinson
Tyler Anderson
Adela Konomi

Minneapolis
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IRS News

IRS warns tax professionals on scams
     WASHINGTON – The Internal
Revenue Service and its Security
Summit partners today urged tax
professionals to take additional security
steps immediately to protect taxpayer
data as more practitioners telework and
security risks increase.
The IRS, state tax agencies and the
nation’s tax industry continue to see
an upswing in data thefts from tax
professionals as cybercriminals try
to take advantage of COVID-19 and
Economic Impact Payments to create
new scams.
“Identity thieves view the pandemic
as a chance to exploit tax professionals
as well as taxpayers,” said IRS
Commissioner Chuck Rettig. “They are
using every trick of their criminal trade
to con people as well as steal valuable
personal and financial information to
help enable tax-related identity theft. In
many ways, tax pros are one of the first
lines of defense. We urge the entire tax
community to take additional steps and
protect their sensitive data.”
The partners in the Security Summit
– including the IRS, state tax agencies
and private-sector tax industry –
continue working closely together
to watch for new threats during the
coronavirus.
In addition, IRS Criminal
Investigation is actively working to
combat scam artists trying to exploit
Economic Impact Payments and other
provisions related to coronavirus. So
far, the scams CI has already seen look
to prey on vulnerable taxpayers who
are unaware of how the payments will
reach them. IRS CI is prioritizing these
types of investigations to help protect
taxpayers and the tax system.
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Tax Pros: Use a Virtual Private
Network for extra security
All tax professionals who are
teleworking should be using an
encrypted Virtual Private Network
or VPN. A VPN provides a secure,
encrypted tunnel to transmit data
between a remote user via the internet
and the company network.
Cybercriminals can exploit various
weaknesses, whether by using a
phishing email or an unsecured
network, to gain control of a tax
professional’s computer. Once they
have remote control, they can either
steal data or complete and file client tax
returns but change the bank account
information for refunds.
The government cannot recommend
a VPN provider, but tax professionals
can ask trusted colleagues or search for
“Best VPNs” to find a legitimate vendor.
Major technology sites often provide
lists of top services. Never fall for “popups” on websites for VPN or any kind of
security software. Those generally are
all scams.
Multi-Factor Authentication
helps protect data
This year, most tax software providers
for tax professionals and for taxpayers
are offering the option of multi-factor
authentication. Security Summit
partners urge the use of this option.
Multi-factor authentication means a
returning user to the software product
must enter not only their credentials
(username/password) but also a
security code, generally sent as a text to
a mobile phone. The idea is the thieve
may compromise log-in credentials, but
it is unlikely they will have stolen the
mobile phone as well.

4.14.20 IR-2020-71

Multi-factor authentication protects
the software account from being
breached and from client data being
stolen. Tax professionals should activate
this feature immediately.
Avoid phishing scams
Identity thieves have stepped up
phishing scam efforts to capitalize
on COVID-19 and Economic Impact
Payments. Crooks are targeting tax
professionals as well as taxpayers.
Tax professionals should beware
of emails from criminals posing as
potential clients. As people practice
social distancing these days, criminals
may exploit this process to try to trick
tax practitioners into opening links or
attachments. For example, crooks may
present themselves as a new client and
ask the practitioner to view the wage
and income information they have in an
attachment.
The Security Summit reminds
tax professionals of simple steps to
remember: Know your customers. Use
the phone to confirm identities. And,
don’t take the bait.
Thieves also seek to impersonate
tax software providers, cloud storage
providers banks and others. Remember,
phishing emails generally have an
urgent message, i.e. your account
password expired, and direct you to a
link or attachment.
Taxpayers can report suspicious emails
posing as the IRS to our *PHISHING
mailbox at phishing@irs.gov.
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Classified Ads

North Dakota Practices for Sale: Gross revenues
shown: North Dakota Practices for Sale: gross revenues
shown: Southeast ND CPA $154K; Southeastern ND CPA
$581K. For more information call 800-397-0249 or view
listing details and register for free email updates at www.
APS.net.
THINKING OF SELLING YOUR PRACTICE?
Accounting Practice Sales is the leading marketer of tax
and accounting practices in North America. We have a
large pool of buyers, looking for practices to purchase.
We also have the experience to help you find the right fit
for your firm, negotiate the best price and terms and get
the deal done. We welcome the opportunity to talk to you
about our risk-free and confidential services. For more
information call Trent Holmes with the APS Holmes
Group at 1-800-397-0249 or email Trent@APS.net.

STARTING
your practice?

GROWING
your practice?

SELLING
your practice?

$1 Billion+
in Deals Closed
Whatever stage you’re in...
Our Best-in-class Brokers
will help you achieve YOUR goal!

Trent Holmes
800-397-0249
Trent@APS.net
www.APS.net
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CPA - Park River, ND: CPA or CPA eligible individual in
Park River, ND. Duties include working with individuals,
farmers and small businesses to provide accounting services
in the following areas: tax preparation and planning,
bookkeeping, and auditing. Competitive compensation will
be based on experience, education and credentials. Benefits
offered. Email: wally.rygh@mortensonandrygh.com.
Do you have a position open at your firm you would like to
advertise? Contact us for advertising options on our website
and in our newsletter.
Advertise@ndcpas.org

Ethics Corner
Charles Selcer, CPA, CGMA, MBA

The Case of Stan the
Man Unusual

Stan Hahn, CPA, was notified that
his uncle Pat Hahn passed away and
willed him stock in the Mandan Ham
Cannery a meat packer in Mandan
that the firm Stan works for audits. So
Stan is about to become an owner in one of his CPA firm’s
audit clients.

Q. Does this impair the firm’s
independence on the audit?

A.   This is called an ”unsolicited financial interest”
whereby Stan became an owner through no action on his
own.  If he a) disposes the stock as soon as practicable but
no later than 30 days after he obtains the right to dispose
and b) he does not participate in the engagement while he
owns the stock, independence is not impaired.
(See 1.240.020)
Charles Selcer has over 30 years of audit and business consulting experience. His areas of specialization include audits
of distribution companies, SEC registrants, not for profit
organizations and charities, including organizations subject
to Circular A133.
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2020 Society Awards

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
Nominate Someone Exceptional Today!

Lifetime Membership Award
This award is to recognize long-standing Society participation. The recipient must be a CPA and
retired (not employed full time, and must be 60 or older). Generally the award will be presented
to a CPA who has been actively involved over a number of years. To nominate or apply for life
membership, simply prepare a brief recommendation letter and email it to the Society office,
mail@ndcpas.org. Nominations due May 15.

The Making a Difference Award
This award is available to recognize significant contributions in community service
or within education, or service to the CPA Society. Recipients must be a CPA and
a Society member. Nomination forms are available at ndcpas.org/awards and due
July 31.

See the latest news and education at
ndcpas.org/coronavirus-updates

Keeping North Dakota well means knowing

Keeping North Dakota
Well Means Knowing

Why choose BCBSND?
Put more than 1,000 North
Dakotans to work for you,
including Breann Bischof. By plan
and by page, she helps Minot-area
members understand their health
plans and helps local students
work on their reading. It’s all part
of BCBSND employees’ statewide
efforts to help keep all of North
Dakota well—and well-read.
This is health insurance,
North Dakota style.
BCBSND.com/NDStyle

Breann Bischof

Individual Sales Representative,
Blue Cross Blue Shield
of North Dakota
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College SAVE
The tax-advantaged, flexible way for your clients to invest today
in tomorrow’s dreams.
Visit collegesave4u.com/CPA
or call 1.866.SAVE.529.
For more information about North Dakota’s College SAVE Plan (College SAVE), call
1-866-SAVE-529 (1-866-728-3529) or visit www.collegesave4u.com to obtain a Plan Disclosure
Statement. Investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other important information are
included in the Plan Disclosure Statement; read and consider it carefully before investing.
Before you invest, consider whether your or the beneficiary’s home state offers any state tax or other state benefits
such as financial aid, scholarship funds, and protection from creditors that are only available for investments in that
state’s qualified tuition program.
The College SAVE Plan (College SAVE) is a 529 plan established by the State of North Dakota. Bank of North Dakota
(Bank) acts as trustee of College SAVE Trust, a North Dakota Trust, and is responsible for administering College
SAVE Trust and College SAVE. Ascensus Broker Dealer Services, LLC (“ABD”), the Plan Manager, and its affiliates, have
overall responsibility for the day-to-day operations of College SAVE, including recordkeeping and marketing. The
Vanguard Group, Inc. (Vanguard) provides underlying investments for the Plan. College SAVE’s Portfolios, although
they invest in mutual funds, are not mutual funds. Units of the Portfolios are municipal securities and the value of
units will vary with market conditions.
261650_ES_ND 2020
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file north dakota income tax returns by july 15
without penalty or interest
By Ryan Rauschenberger, Tax Commissioner
As you are aware, the Internal
Revenue Service extended the
income tax filing and payment
deadline to July 15, 2020, to
ease the tax burden for taxpayers in light of the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic. In
response to this federal action,
North Dakota is similarly allowing individuals and businesses to file their North Dakota income returns and
pay any tax due on them without penalty and interest
by July 15, 2020. This applies to returns with a due
date (or extended due date) falling within the period
April 1, 2020, through July 15, 2020. Estimated
income tax installment payments falling due within
this period are also eligible.
The state extension and waiver of penalty and interest charges are limited to income tax returns and
estimated income tax payments by individuals (Form
ND-1), C corporations (Form 40), S corporations
(Form 60), partnerships (Form 58), and fiduciaries
(Form 38). The extension and waiver are automatic;
taxpayers do not have to do anything special to obtain this relief.
Returns and payments of taxes other than
income tax: The extension and waiver relief do
not apply to returns and payments for income tax
withholding, sales and use taxes, or other tax types.
However, any taxpayer who is unable to file any of
these returns or pay the taxes due on time because of
the COVID-19 situation is encouraged to contact the
North Dakota Office of State Tax Commissioner to
request an extension of time to file or make payment
arrangements.
Additional extension beyond July 15: If a
taxpayer is unable to file their North Dakota income
tax return by July 15, the taxpayer may request an
additional extension of time to file. If a taxpayer
requests an additional extension of time to file their
federal income tax return (using IRS Form 4868 or
7004), North Dakota recognizes the federal extension
for state purposes and the taxpayer does not have to
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obtain a separate state extension. If a taxpayer does
not obtain a federal extension for additional time, the
taxpayer may apply for a North Dakota extension using Form 101. If the North Dakota income tax return
is filed by the extended due date, and any tax due is
paid with the return, no penalty applies; however,
extension interest will apply to the unpaid tax for the
period July 16, 2020, through the earlier of the date
the tax is paid or the extended due date.
Effect of extension on refund claim deadlines:
The extension of time until July 15, 2020, does not
affect any time period set by law for filing a claim for
a refund. For example, for a 2016 calendar year filer
who filed by April 15, 2017, the three-year time period
in which to file a claim for refund for the 2016 tax year
expired on April 15, 2020. Similarly, for a calendar
year filer, the three-year time period in which to file a
claim for a refund for the 2019 tax year is measured
from the later of April 15, 2020, or the date the 2019
return is filed.
Effect of extension and waiver relief on state
assessment and correction notices: The extension and waiver relief do not apply to a Notice of Determination (assessment notice) or Correction Notice
issued by the Office of State Tax Commissioner. If a
taxpayer is required to respond to one of these notices
by a specified date in the notice but needs additional
time to do so, the taxpayer may contact the Office of
State Tax Commissioner to request additional time to
respond. The extension and waiver relief until July 15,
2020, only applies to the original filing of an income
tax return and any tax due on it with a due date (or
extended due date) falling within the period April 1,
2020, through July 15, 2020.
Questions or assistance: For more information,
go to our website at www.nd.gov/tax, or contact us by
email or phone. Go to the bottom of our home page
and click on Contact Us for a list of email addresses
and phone numbers.
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Responding to COVID-19 with Remote Access?

Pay
Attention
to Security!

By: Thomas G. Stephens, Jr., CPA, CITP, CGMA
As the world comes to grips with COVID-19, many businesses are responding by encouraging team members to work
from home. The rationale behind this action is to reduce the possibility of a contaminated team member encountering
other team members, and potentially contaminating them. Unfortunately, not everyone has thoughtfully considered the
security ramifications of encouraging team members to work remotely. Consequently, many of these new remote workers may potentially and unknowingly compromise sensitive information. Read this article to learn about five security best
practices you need to have in place in these environments.

Do Not Connect through Unsecured Wi-Fi
It’s an unfortunate fact, but many home wi-fi networks remain unsecured. As such, cybercriminals can intercept the
data transmitted over these networks easily. Of course, this results in potentially compromising sensitive and privileged
information. Therefore, if you work from home and use wi-fi, protect the network at a minimum by requiring a password
to establish a connection. Remember, you should never utilize an unsecured wi-fi network, regardless of whether it is in
your home, a hotel, or any other venue!
To improve security relative to your internet access while working remotely, consider the following options:

•

Connect to the Internet using wired connections. Not only will they be more secure, but they might also be faster.

•

If wired connections are not practical, secure your wi-fi connection with a strong password. You may need to re-configure your wi-fi router to add this password.

Consider Utilizing a Virtual Private Network
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) create a secure, encrypted “tunnel” in the otherwise unencrypted Internet. Accordingly,
the VPN encrypts all traffic that passes through it, even if the network itself is not encrypted. Stated differently, assuming a secure network connection (as described in the previous paragraph), a VPN adds yet another level of encryption to
your data. Your IT staff may already have a VPN option in place for you. However, if they do not, you can take advantage
of one of many good “personal” VPN’s, including Nord VPN, Private Internet Access, Express VPN, and CyberGhost VPN.
Either approach helps to reduce your risk of exposing confidential and sensitive information.
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Be Aware of BYOD Risk
If you work from a computer that you provide personally – as opposed to a company-provided device – are you sure that
your device is adequately secured. This risk is known as Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) risk, and it can be quite significant. For devices that your IT staff maintains, they likely implemented necessary security measures already.
Examples include ensuring that anti-malware software updates automatically, users do not log-in with Administrative
rights on the computer, and unauthorized software cannot run on the computer. But in the traditional home computer
environment, often these and other necessary security measures are not in place. Further, because several family members likely use the home computer, you run the risk of compromising data due to someone else’s actions or activities on
the device.
In short, when working from home, try to use devices managed by your IT team. When this occurs, we shift the security
issues associated with the computer to professionals who should have adequate training for the task. If, however, you
must use your device to work remotely, at a minimum, ensure that your operating system and all your applications have
the most recent updates available. Also, verify that anti-malware software is installed on the computer and is updated at
least daily. These measures help to reduce BYOD risk when working from home.

Watch Out for Leaving Data Behind
Following on the previous point, be careful about where you store your data if you are working on your computer. In
these situations, it is common for team members to save files on the local hard disk, as opposed to the corporate server
or some Cloud-based resources. Then, when the working environment transitions back to a more routine one, and you
return to the office to work, you may realize that all the files you have been working on are still on your home computer.
To address this issue, consider storing all your data on an external hard disk and then taking that hard disk with you to
the office when normal operations resume. Better yet, if your organization provides access to Cloud-based storage such as
OneDrive for Business, store the files there. That way, you can collaborate with either team members in real-time using
Microsoft Office applications.

Is Your Office Computer Turned On?
You can use tools to control your computer in the office remotely. This approach gives you access to all the files on the
device and network and to all the applications installed on the computer. However, there is a downside to this approach.
The downside is that, with some exceptions, you must leave the computer turned on so that you access it remotely. Of
course, while the computer is on and you are not physically present in the office, unauthorized users might choose to run
applications and access data from that device. Therefore, you may want to consider asking your IT staff to enable Wakeon-LAN (WoL) on your computer. Without going into a technical discussion, WoL essentially allows you to turn on your
computer remotely. With this feature enabled, you won’t have to leave it running 24/7, and, in turn, you reduce your
security risk.

Summary
The global pandemic caused by COVID-19 has clearly put us in uncharted territory, on many fronts. Yet business needs to
continue with as little disruption as possible. One way that can happen is to work from remote locations to reduce the risk
of contracting or contaminating team members. For those who work remotely on a routine basis, hopefully, the five items
discussed above have already been addressed. However, for those who are suddenly working in this environment, be sure
to address the issues outlined in this article to reduce the risk of compromising confidential and sensitive data. Let’s not
make a challenging situation any worse because of a data breach.

Tommy is one of the shareholders in K2 Enterprises, affiliating with the Firm in 2003 and joining as a shareholder in
2007. At K2, Tommy focuses on creating and delivering content and is responsible for many of the Firm’s management
and marketing functions. You may reach him at tommy@k2e.com, and you may learn more about K2 Enterprises at
www.k2e.com.
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Surgent Unlimited CPE Packages for NDCPA Members
UNLIMITED SELF-STUDY
( LIBS )

UNLIMITED WEBINAR
( UNLS )

UNLIMITED PLUS
( PLSS )
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CPE CREDITS
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2020

12 MONTHS

$299 $425 $595

This special pricing saves NDCPA members 25%

Order now at ndcpas.org/unlimited
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